
What Liquid Makes Ice Melt 
The Fastest? 



Question & Purpose
What liquid makes ice melt the fastest? The question 

that we are trying to solve/find is that if we test different 
liquids that are the same temperature (75-80 degrees) but 
are different textures will they make ice melt faster. In this 
experiment we will test 4 different liquids to see which one will 
make ice melt the fastest. We want to do this experiment so 
that we can find out if different textures from different 
liquids make ice melt faster than others.  We will put different 
amounts of ice cubes to see in which liquid it will make ice 
melt the fastest.  The information gained from this experiment 
will help other people by knowing what liqùid makes ice melt the 
fastest.



Research
Research: 
Ice cubes tend to melt faster when 
the have salt. So we decided to look 
at all of our ingredients to see which 
one had the most salt in it. We found 
out that Powerade has the most salt 
in it.

https://www.wearegreenbay.com/weather/beyondtheforecast/what-melts-ice-the-fastest-science-course-with-ryan-morse/
https://www.wearegreenbay.com/weather/beyondtheforecast/what-melts-ice-the-fastest-science-course-with-ryan-morse/


     Hypothesis
 If we test water, powerade, red wine 
vinegar, and olive oil. To determine what will 
make ice melt the fastest, then we expect 
that Powerade is gonna make ice melt the 
fastest. We think this because powerade is 
not  like water or the red wine vinegar or 
olive oil because there is more salt in 
powerade then all of them combined. 
Research shows that salt makes ice melt 
faster and powerade has 150 mg of salt and 
water has 12 mlg and olive oil has none and 
red wine vinegar has none.



Variables
Dependent variable: We were trying to figure 
out how long it took the ice to melt.

Independent variable: We are changing the 
liquids (Red wine Vinegar, Olive Oil, Water, 
and Powerade) that we are using in the 
experiment. 



Materials
Amount:                    Materials:
½ cup                        water
½ cup                   red wine vinegar
½ cup                       Olive oil 
½ cup                      Powerade                       
4                             cups
24                          ice cubes
1                         thermometer
                        
       

                        



Procedure
• The first step is to gather the materials
• The second step is to put water, powerade, olive oil, and 
red wine vinegar into those cups. 
• The third step is to make sure that the temperature of 
the liquids are the same and the all have the same 
amount. 
• Next we will set up the camera. 
• After that we will drop ice cubes in the ingredients. 
• Then we will wait until they melt. We will do that with 1 
ice cube 2 ice cubes and 3 ice cubes in each cup.
• Records and analyze data

 



Conducting the experiment/Data



Results
For the first trial we found 
out that olive oil doesn't 
really melt. We looked 
closely on the other to trials 
for olive oil. The olive oil 
didn't really melt but the 
water and powerade melted 
pretty fast. The red wine 
vinegar definitely melted but 
didn't melt as quick as 
water and powerade.



Videos/photos of ice melting 
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1D8xiv9xdTRD_QIdZwUXfr4pZJt8vG3gP/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1GFFU5BoF9RSWOf3rqCb8V6t_Y_pJVbP5/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1pWjPqKB2D9uqVYCmEl7JBU0v5_MDSshi/preview


Conclusion
In Conclusion, are hypothesis was proved right. We 

predicted that powerade would make ice melt the fastest 
and that happened. we found Out that for one ice cube 
powerade makes ice melt the fastest. This happened 
because there was more salt in powerade than all of the 
other ingredients.  Factors that may have caused this 
outcome are salt, powerade has more salt in it. Then all of 
the other ingredients combined and has a texture that 
makes ice melt fast. We could further test this project by 
testing different liquids at different temperatures. Real 
world uses for this info include knowing in what liquid ice 
melts the fastest in.
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